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Priorities Status Indicators: Goal Type Expectation
 Essential DONE Confirmed Dapper goal Certain

High On track, all OK Considered Dapper Goal Probable

Medium Not guaranteed for Dapper Unlikely

Low Deferred

Days Dapper Development Status Update: 05 January 2006
BenC
High Informational Informational overview spec.
High Informational Informational overview spec.

High  Approved 10

Medium  Approved 1

Medium  Approved 3

General General BenC
Meeting: None listed.

daniels On leave, no update given this week.
High  Approved 35 Was: Almost at x11r7; scripts looking in decent shape now

General General daniels

Meeting: None listed.

dholbach
High Implemented ? Done.

High  Approved 

Low Implemented

General General dholbach

Meeting: None listed.

doko

Proposed 
Informational 

High  Approved ? Was: Not started, martink will work on testsuite packaging and gnome integration testing (i.e. file selector in January) Now: No change.

Behind schedule, but 
will catch up

Blocked or needs 
management input

Prio. Stat. Name Assign

kernel-roadmap-dapper ben-collins
newer-hotplug-subsystem ben-collins

testing-server-hardware ben-collins Was: Not started, Now: Still not started. (Most of the work is required by malcolm) Note from mdz: meanwhile, the community testing program (which is 
what that spec should have become) should be able to be started immediately.

ubuntu-server-kernel ben-collins
Was: In progress: Mostly done. Amd64 and i386 Done. PPC64 will be next kernel upload, and then this is complete. Now: STALLED: amd64 and i386 are 
done. I'm contemplating on whether doing other architectures is even wanted right now. TBD. milestone: 2.6.15 is final and in dapper. 

preventing-hardware-support-regr... ben-collins

Was: BLOCKED: Auto build infrastructure fairly complete (still working out some special cases), but still no dependable place to build. Now: Automated build 
working. Designed as a push trigger system (slightly contrary to original design spec). Hopefully ronne will be stable enough to start using as a build host. 
Note from mdz: as part of preventing-hardware-support-regressions, please draft a mail for -announce to explain that we really, really need the 
community to test our milestones for hardware regressions

x-roadmap daniels
last week: x11r7 rc4 updates, x11r7 final (wooooooooooooooo!), further fixification of xserver-xorg scripts
blocked: none
(still the ati breakage, and trident).
Note: going to be breaking X early Jan, probably - when I dump the new xserver-xorg scriptage and x{,server,org}-common -> x11-common merge

best-practices-bugs dholbach

test-plans dholbach Was: Some clarification on the pages, is wiki/Testing now - more Tests and more Media tests to come. No update given this week. Now: Ii did some changes 
to it and talked to the media team about more tests, now we need some community buzz around it,  Will continue talking to BenC on how to complete this.

inclusion-of-docs dholbach Was: Did another update, fixed a bug. Now: did another update, mdke did a call for proofreaders / doc-testers. Completed?
this week (done): gnome 2.13.4, bug triage
this week (to do): some missing gnome uploads, catching up on bug triage
next week: more bug triage, do a bug day, get an overview over universe (merges, new packages), merges, make check list for uvf.

openoffice doko
Was: Support work, fixing firefox-dev, preparation and upload of 2.0.1 packages, Now: integrating martink's xmlsearch patch, prepackaged ooo2-helpcontent 
can be dropped, fighting with build problems only seen on the buildd's (l10n), prepare packages for breezy-updates (support work), fighting gij problems on 
powerpc, currently work around it.

openoffice-gnome doko
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Medium  Approved 28

Medium  Approved 10

Low  Pending Approval 33

General General doko

Meeting: None listed.

fabbione

High  Approved 30

Medium  Approved 10

Medium Implemented 5

Medium Implemented 2 Implemented. There is one (minor corner case) bug that is giving me headacke to fix. Otherwise it ROCKS. Now:

Medium  Approved 15

General General fabbione

Meeting: None listed.

infinity On leave, no update given this week.
High Approved 

Medium Drafting 2 Was: No update this week. Spec needs to be approved.
Medium Approved 7 Was: No further progress this week. 
Medium Implemented 2 Done.

Low  Braindump 4 Was: No further progress this week. Spec needs to be approved.

General General infinity

Meeting: Meeting required with mdz re MySQL5.0 after vacs – completed yet?

iwj/Diziet

High  Approved 10

High  Approved 10

toolchain-roadmap doko
Was: amd64-biarch (still blocked) Now: scan bugzilla for open reports, forward/close, snyc/merge packages with gcc-4.0 fixes. amd64-biarch (still blocked), 
should be ready this week.

python-roadmap doko Was: Delayed for next week, Now: Delayed again for next week

java-roadmap doko
Was: Mostly done, pending are eclipse updates and the native-java-gcj support. Specs needs to be approved please. Now: mostly done, pending are eclipse 
updates and the native-java-gcj support. No change.
next week:
- openoffice.org: merge with unstable, update the current milestone, update dictionaries
- python-roadmap: python-central update
- syncs/merges which need to be done before UVF.
status:
- toolchain-dapper+1: blocked by preparation of wanna-build and buildd infrastructure
- openoffice-help: implemented
- openoffice-spellchecking: not started
- native-java-gcj: infrastructure is ready, packaging of -gcj binary packages not started

server-candy ubuntu-server
Was: md5sum client is basically ready. Blocked on admins (rt: #723). Other stuff will be started soon. Now: system-integrity-check (ex md5client) has been 
partially redesigned and rewritten. There is an outstanding performance issue that we are working on (client side). Deploy is blocked on admins (rt: #723). 
Community is growning fast with positive response and picking up tasks from the specs.

probe-for-root-filesystem fabbione Was: No further progress this week. Now: no progress this week. Note from mdz: try to get this done before the distro sprint please.

boot-from-usb fabbione
Was: BLOCKED,  by prode-for-root-filesystem, and  testing. Now: still blocked by probe-for-root-filesystem. Note from mdz: try to get this done before the 
distro sprint please. Now implemented.

installer-volume-management fabbione

ubuntu-cluster fabbione
Was: no progress this week. Still needs testing! People should help a bit here. Now: full upgrades of currently supported suites. I doubt we will manage to get 
more in dapper as new features. Need to test all the new upstream code that landed in the last 2 days.
* merges: zlib - still pending libc6-i386-dev, one merge (partman-auto-lvm) is pending but nothing scary or urgent.
* last week: system-integrity-check and server-candy work, ubuntu-cluster, kernel regression (#20771).
* next week: change the default kernel install on -server with Kamion, servercandy full speed, possibly start on probe-for-root-filesystem.
(the latter is modulo Kamion availability to hack on switching the kernel) Note from kamion: Should be able to get most of this done quickly.

reducing-duplication adconrad Was: Ongoing effort. No update this week.
usplash-initramfs adconrad

splash-down adconrad
initramfs-updates adconrad
thinclient-usplash adconrad

Previous week: Much mucking with kernel stuff, preparation of security updates, and lots and lots of buildd fixes and administration.
Friday: Finish up and publish security updates, fix up and upload *-docs updates to breezy, and VAC my heart out.

automated-testing ijackson
Was: I have implemented the first part (basic chroot-using virtualisation script).  Will probably pick up the rest after Christmas.  It would still be nice to have 
that straw man from Robert Collins. No update given this week. Now: No change since last report.  I will resume work on this next week.  Apparently the IBM 
LTC are interested in this too and there's going to be a call (organised by Malcom Yates I think).

default-applications-firefox ijackson
Was: RH patches to use Gnome mime database are in firefox.  No change since last report.  Firefox needs more other work too. No update given this week. 
now: no change since last report.  Firefox needs more other work too – see below.
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Medium  Approved 15
Low  Drafting 10 Was: Not yet started. Spec needs to be pushed through to approved. No update given this week.

General General iwj

Meeting:

jbailey

General General jbailey

Meeting: None listed.

jdub

High  Approved 

Meeting: None listed.

kamion

 Essential Informational ?

 Essential  Approved ? Was: ue specs to be focussed on in Jan.

 Essential  Approved ?

 Essential  Approved 3

 Essential  Approved ?

 Essential  Approved ? Was: ue specs to be focussed on in Jan.
 Essential  Approved ? Was: ue specs to be focussed on in Jan.
Medium  Approved 2 Was: No progress (nothing urgent left here).

Medium  Approved 5

General General kamion

Meeting: None listed.

developer-documentation ijackson Was: Not started, not blocked. No update given this week. Now: Not started, not blocked.
package-dependency-fix ijackson

Firefox maintenance:  Release today to fix packaging problems; more work needed and I hope to have another release on Friday.  
BreezyFirefoxStartPageTranslation didn't happen and Matthew East and I haven't quite settled on the scheme for Dapper.  I'm trying not to let ff consume 
more than 50% of me but it's tough.
Email backlog: considerable, still.
Discussion with mdz about firefox strategy.

* ToolchainRoadmap:  Wa:  Found another bug which held it up, and then meetings, my X crashing (fixed now), and general other work distracted me.  I'm not 
off all of next week, so it'll be sitting in the NEW queue when the archive admins get back. Now: Biarch packages in progress (didn't want NEW handling over 
the winter break).  Updated to 2.3.6.  Some more Debian patches to take in, but all the packaging updates are done.
* ToolchainRoadmapNg: Was: After the glibc biarch, will start to evaluate glibc needs. Want to start collecting feedback on dropping pre-i686 per « 
outstanding issues » Now: Upstream glibc announced ABI freeze date for glibc-2.4 (January 9th), so we will do glibc 2.4 for Dapper +1.  Posted question 
about dropping pre-i686 to ubuntu-devel, no negative feedback.  Haven't sync'd this with doko yet, but hopefully archive rebuild tests can proceed with this in 
mind. 
* General:
Merges: klibc - definetly following "release early, release often".  Looks like the 1.1.15 release is finally good enough to boot all arches, so UVF is smelling 
good. 
 glibc - More debian patches to bring in.

example-content jdub
Was: I plan to start doing stuff on it as soon as I return home from OSDC , and will hopefully get a huge chunk of it done before Christmas break. No update 
given. Now: no update given, e-mail sent.

ubuntu-express kamion
Informational overview spec. Now: Not a lot else of note, although I have got a fair bit more infrastructure nailed down as a result of the above. Main short-
term goal is to polish up the guts to the point where others can help.

ue-partitioning-tool kamion

ubuntu-express-base-system kamion
Was: ue specs to be focussed on in Jan. Now: Tollef's split out the keymapper widget from cdebconf. I have username/password configuration working by 
calling code from user-setup, which is very encouraging and I think validates my basic approach.

ubuntu-express-copy-filesystem kamion
Was: ue specs to be focussed on in Jan. Now: blocked: Need a way to get the unmodified file system on the live CD in order to implement ubuntu-express-
copy-filesystem. Tollef is working on this.

ubuntu-express-bootloader kamion
Was: Rearranged grub-installer a bit to allow espresso-grub to be written sanely; built a test version which seems to more or less work. Poked a bit at the 
Guadalinex code until I can at least run it and start doing incremental improvement on it. Now working on the user/password stage which has actual user 
interaction and stuff.

ue-gnome-ui kamion
ue-language-packs kamion

cd-build-process kamion

cd-bootloader kamion
Was: Implemented expert mode toggle-switch for the install CD; enabled CD timeout again for the install CD following feedback on -devel; fiddled with video 
mode handling following bug feedback.
misc: Single-stage installer work merged from Debian, killing base-config and fixing lots of bugs; testing appreciated. Only two days' work so far this week due 
to holidays.
next-week: Start back in on ue-partitioning-tool; I have the infrastructure now to make that roughly sensible. gfxboot-theme-ubuntu bug fixes and maybe an 
enhancement or two needed for cd-bootloader.
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keybuk

High Implemented 5

High Implemented 14

High  Approved 20

High Implemented

Medium  Braindump 10

General General keybuk this week: finish streamlined-boot, do ifupdown work
Meeting: To discuss Network Manager with mdz in January.

krstic Not present, no update given.

Proposed  Pending Approval ?

Meeting: None listed.

lathiat

High  Drafting ?

Meeting:

mdz
 Essential Implemented Implemented.  
Meeting: None listed.

Mithrandir Not present, on leave. E-mail update given.
High Implemented 2

High  Approved 30

High  Approved ?

Medium  Approved ?

Medium Implemented 1
Medium  Approved 3 Was: No progress Now: No Progress.
Medium  Approved ? Was: No progress Now: No Progress.

hardware-activation keybuk
Was: Having some issues with network interface activation, making sure we bring up things like static tun/ppp/etc. interfaces without blocking on ethernet 
which are handled by udev, but nothing serious. No update given. Now: Implemented.

udev-roadmap keybuk
Done; we're pretty much at the stage where the bugs we're finding are turning out to be kernel bugs rather than udev bugs now. Can this be set to 
implemented?  No update given.

network-magic keybuk
Was: Various discussions, have a keen guy looking at the atheros issues for us.  No update given. Now: Going to test madwifi-ng, which may unblock 
network-manager.  netbase and ifupdown modifications planned.  have a plan for using udev's native "ifrename" support, and reliably swapping interface 
names.

hardware-detection keybuk
Done. Note that this is an informational specification, it describes in detail what we're going to do from a high vantage point -- the actual "implementation" spec 
is udev-roadmap.  No update given.

streamlined-boot keybuk
Was: Underway, was waiting on Flight 2 and now that's out will be uploading bits over the next few days.  No update given. Now: Uploads in progress, doing 
merges as I do the uploads.

community-server-hardware-testing krstic
Was: After detailed discussions with mdz on IRC, it has been decided that it needs to be adapted to better fit what he had in mind for it. That will be completed 
this weekend, and I'll talk to Matt before next week's meeting to make sure he's alright with the modifications. Spec needs to be approved. Now: no update 
given, e-mail sent. 

zeroconf lathiat

Was: Not present, email update given. Spec currently unapproved, however the current state is that we are waiting on a security review for Avahi to enter 
main, and avahi 0.6 packages are currently being put together. Not much more than that really. Spec needs to be approved. Now: no update given, e-mail 
sent. Now:  avahi is now approved for main, default installation of avahi-daemon is not possible at this time, but libavahi-client can be installed without avahi-
daemon so programs like gnomevfs etc can be compiled with it the zerocofn stuff will simply not work that obviously needs testing to make sure those 
programs are doing the right thing and wont die because of it. Note from keybuk: can you push anything involving "ifconfig" past me first (ie. setting of 
an IP address on an interface which doesn't have one) as that'd need co-ordinating with udev and network-manager too
To discuss zeroconf with mdz in detail.

dapper-release-process mdz

media-integrity-check tfheen Was: No progress, but the rest should be trivial. Now:  almost there, was hanging on usplash bugs, I think I have fixed them now.  If so, implemented.

network-authentication tfheen
Was: No progress, one interested community member who is going to give me some background information on what changes are needed. Now: No 
progress. Note from mdz: Does this look like something we can actually achieve, or no? It's getting late in the cycle to start a new 30+ developer-
day project

simplified-livecd tfheen
Was: Usplash problem debugged, language/keyboard selection still needs to change, but that is blocked on the locales changes (pitti) – cleared now.  Apart 
from that, seems to work well. Now: mostly there, keyboard selection now works, locales works, SCSI cdroms work.

live-cd-performance tfheen

Was: Been experimenting with squashfs as well as squashfs-lzma, which a) gives us either 5% extra space or 18% extra space (that's 25 and 84MB on the 
CD.  I haven't tested booting with squashfs-lzma, but just squashfs cuts nearly off the time from the live cd is booted until when I/O is silenced.  Squashfs 
requires unionfs, since it's a read-only FS and therefore won't work on ppc due to unionfs bugs. Now: incremental progress seen, going to look at squashfs 
some more for more speedups, as well as doing more readahead.  Well on track.

livecd-unionfs tfheen was: Done (livecd-unionfs is approximately blocked on simplified-livecd), Now: implemented, but the powerpc kernel has problems with unionfs.
one-true-path tfheen

openoffice-amd64 tfheen
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Low  Braindump ?

General General Mithrandir blocked on: some live cd infrastructure stuff, like getting squashfs support in, generally people getting back from vacation.
Meeting: None listed.

mjg59 Not present, no update given.

High  Drafting ?

General General mjg59 None listed.
Meeting: None listed.

mvo
High  Approved 7

High  Approved 7

Medium  Braindump ? Was: No update given. Spec to be completed and approved please. Now: No update given.

General General mvo

Meeting: Discuss dist-upgrade tool with mdz.

ogra

High  Drafting ?

Medium Approved 5
Medium Approved 2
Medium  Drafting ijackson / ogra ? ?
Medium  Drafting ?
Medium  Approved ?

General General ogra

Meeting:

pitti
High Implemented 2

Medium  Approved 2
Medium Implemented 3

livecd-squashfs tfheen
Was: Accidentially implemented in casper, needs some changes in the build system and we need to decide on squashfs or squashfs-lzma. Spec to be 
completed and approved.

power-management-configuration mjg59
Was: KDE has an existing solution, though it's less than ideal. gnome-power-manager is entirely usable, though it requires an extra dbus security policy that 
I've been discussing with upstream, once that's in place, shifting g-p-m to desktop sorts us. The code that needs writing is very limited. Please push the spec 
through to approved. Now: no update given, e-mail sent. 

release-upgrades mvo Was: No update given. Now: No update given. Note from mdz: This is is your highest priority assignment right now

third-party-packages mvo
Was: gnome-app-install work, implemented filter on unsupported/proprietary, fixed bugs, worked around problem with pymozembed, rewrote the desktop/icon 
extraction code. Now: No update given. 

default-apt-sources mvo
Did:
- libnotify 0.3.0 upload/transition (fixed bugs in the daemon, did the api changes on the dependencies, updated seeds) [DapperDesktopPlan]
- backported gdebi and updated unattended-upgrades to breezy and ask for testing in ubuntuforums.org [AutomaticUpdates]
- improved synaptics support for people with slow internet connection [NonBroadbandUsers]
- bugfixes/improvments in gnome-app-install and gdebi [ThirdPartyPackages] 
Next week:
- work on the ThirdPartyPackages spec (add key support to the channels)
- work on the AutomaticUpgrades
Open merges:
- synaptic, aptitude   

thinclient-faster-startup ogra
Was: Spec awaiting approval. Now: speed up the first module loading through the above mentioned patch 
(http://bugzilla.ubuntu.com/attachment.cgi?id=5494). Note from mdz: I reviewed faster-startup and added comments

thin-client-memory-usage ogra Was: Some more script changes locally done and tested. Now: some more changes locally done and tested, patch to initramfs provided to infinity.
thinclient-sound ogra / jam Was: Waiting for mdz to approve on return. Now: waiting for mdz to approve on return. Note from mdz: keybuk is the approver on this spec.

thinclient-local-devices Was: No progress, meeting with sbalneav still pending. Now: no progress.
screen-saver ogra Was: No update given. All issues around transition from xscreensaver to gnome-screensaver must be considered.

screensaver-default-image ogra Was: No progress yet, waiting for sabdfl images :) now: will pick dummy images next week to finally have some package up, need to ping sabdfl again for his pics.
* general: mostly done powerpc testing, dhcpd.conf changes for automatic bootimage selection are already up on http://people.ubuntu.com/~ogra/bzr-
archive/ltsp/multiarch/, ltsp-build-client and ltsp-update-kernels still need some work (yaboot and kernel stuff) for full powerpc support. gcompris 7.2 tests for 
edubntu.
* next week: testing the dhcpd change for compensating the new introduced --next-server option in ltsp, finish the changes on ltsp-build-client and the ltsp-
client package for faster startup, multiarch (powerpc) and mem usage. dig for the reason of the nfs timeouts, gcompris 7.2 and xscreensaver merge.
Further meeting between ogra,mdz, sbalneav to discuss local devices – may not make it for dapper. Specs to be pushed to approved in early Jan.

belocs-locales pitti Was: Reassigned to pitti from BenC. Implemented. DONE: fully implemented, new glibc, locales, and langpacks are in the archive.
automatic-printer-conf pitti Was: No progress this week.  Now: no progress, no blocks.

gstreamer-audio-backend pitti Was: No progress this week.  Now: implemented everything on our side; the libgnome audio events issue is still left, but that's an upstream thing
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https://launchpad.net/people/mvo
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/default-apt-sources
https://launchpad.net/people/mvo
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/thinclient-faster-startup
https://launchpad.net/people/ogra
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/thin-client-memory-usage
https://launchpad.net/people/ogra
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/thinclient-sound
https://launchpad.net/people/ogra
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/thinclient-local-devices
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/screen-saver
https://launchpad.net/people/ogra
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/screensaver-default-image
https://launchpad.net/people/ogra
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/belocs-locales
https://launchpad.net/people/pitti
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/automatic-printer-conf
https://launchpad.net/people/pitti
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/gstreamer-audio-backend
https://launchpad.net/people/pitti
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Medium Implemented ? Was: Spec completely implemented, thanks to mvo and Kamion
Medium  Approved 5
Medium  Approved ?

General General pitti

Meeting: None listed.

seb128
 Essential Implemented Informational overview spec.
 Essential  Approved 10

High Implemented 2 Implemented. Was waiting on mvo to make some .desktop changes to be 100% done, and is now complete.
High Implemented 2 Implemented (may adjust some stuff according to users comments though)

High  Approved 5

Medium Implemented 3

Medium  Approved 5 Was: I got an ipod this week, no further update.

General General seb128

Meeting: None listed.

sivan Not present, no update given.

Medium  Approved home-user-backup 10

Meeting: None listed.

Riddell

High Approved 80

High Pending Review 25
Medium Approved 10 Was: No update given. Now: No update given.  
Medium Pending Review 10 Was: No update given. Now: Have worked on fixing this.
Medium Approved 20 Was: No update given. Now: requested as a bounty, need a response from mdz.

Proposed  Braindump 3 Was: No update given. Now: No update given.  

General General Riddell

Meeting: Meeting required with mdz to review Kubuntu spec situation when mdz returns from VAC. Specs to be pushed to approved in early Jan.

General:

language-pack-vs-support pitti
langpacks-desktopfiles pitti Was: No progress this week.  Now: no progress, no blocks.

firewall pitti Was: carstenh proposed bounty; no coding from my side, just review; no plans. Now: no progress. Is this still going to be completed???
last days before holidays: fix grave config file handling bugs in cupsys, PHP/kernel security update
general stuff this week: security updates, catch up with email and security review, did the overdue g-v-m update
plan next week: catch up with a load of pending security updates, try to implement the .server files part of langpacks-desktopfiles.10

gdm-keyboard-layout seb128
dapper-desktop-plan seb128 Was: New version of the session dialog patch, will be uploaded this week. Now: first version of the new session dialog uploaded

hide-admin-tools-to-users seb128
menus-revised seb128

video-playback seb128
Was: gst-plugins-base0.10/gst-plugins-good0.10/gst-plugins-ugly0.10 uploaded, I've played with rhythmbox/totem gst0.10 and will upload them tomorrow. 
Now: gstreamer0.10/gst-plugins-base0.10 updated to 0.10.1, rhythmbox/totem built with gst0.10

faster-gnome-startup seb128
Implemented (new fontconfig with mmap cache mentionned as an option is still beeing worked upstream so probably not for dapper, GTK icon cache 
specification has issues will be sorted for Debian but probably not for dapper neither, others points are done and work correctly)  

rhythmbox-ipod seb128
other: bug triage, GNOME 2.13.4
next-week: continue to catch up with bugzilla backlog, panel changes of dapper-desktop-plan, starting on gdm changes of dapper-desktop-plan

sivan

Was: 1) I spent some time and researching and checking if this solution is really needed, over the previous one. My conclusion, built on top of many 
feedbacks is that this is something needed, and will not be just duplication of work of sbackup.
2) Matthew Paul Thomas did some work on UI design, as evident in the spec's wiki page. More shall follow. 
3) I am currently working on wrapping both DAR and libnotify-bin's notify-send tools and exposing python interface, so it'd be easier to use them to implement 
the core functionality of HomeUserBackup. Now: no update given, e-mail sent. 

kubuntu-roadmap-dapper jr
Was: No update given. Now: pyqt/pykde now up to 3.5, knetworkconf issues fixed someother systemsettings bugs to fix, gtk-qt-engine worksforme
but still to make final decision on inclusing it in dapper, amarok should support gstreamer 0.10 soon kaffine has no plans to so may need to look into this 
myself, skim packaged and qt patched for CKJ support but scim-qt module is reported not to compile against it yet, no formal testing plan yet

kubuntu-express jr Was: No update. Now: No update. Note from kamion: you'll want to start looking at http://people.ubuntu.com/~cjwatson/bzr/espresso/ubuntu/

kubuntu-documentation jr
kubuntu-system-tools jr

kubuntu-package-manager jr
kubuntu-launchpad-integration jr

since last meeting: fixing kubuntu-system-tools, investigate CUPS 1.2 with KDE, investigate gstreamer 0.10 with KDE, daily CD testing
this week: bugs fixing notably KDE xkb support, sudo wrapper, hopefully kubuntu-express partitioning tool, taking delivery of kubuntu breezy CDs and sending 
them out, KDE avahi support
also interesting: KDE 3.5.1 scheduled for tagging jan 20th, 3.5.2 for tagging 17th march
also interesting (for pitti): I expect one app in kubuntu main to have a release ported to qt 4 this week coming

https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/language-pack-vs-support
https://launchpad.net/people/pitti
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/langpacks-desktopfiles
https://launchpad.net/people/pitti
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/firewall
https://launchpad.net/people/pitti
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/gdm-keyboard-layout
https://launchpad.net/people/seb128
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/dapper-desktop-plan
https://launchpad.net/people/seb128
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/hide-admin-tools-to-users
https://launchpad.net/people/seb128
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/menus-revised
https://launchpad.net/people/seb128
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/video-playback
https://launchpad.net/people/seb128
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/faster-gnome-startup
https://launchpad.net/people/seb128
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/rhythmbox-ipod
https://launchpad.net/people/seb128
https://launchpad.net/people/sivan
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/kubuntu-roadmap-dapper
https://launchpad.net/people/jr
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/kubuntu-express
https://launchpad.net/people/jr
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/kubuntu-documentation
https://launchpad.net/people/jr
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/kubuntu-system-tools
https://launchpad.net/people/jr
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/kubuntu-package-manager
https://launchpad.net/people/jr
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/kubuntu-launchpad-integration
https://launchpad.net/people/jr
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General General Comments All

Meeting: None listed.

* Check your Priorities, Statuses, Estimated Developer Days and Expectation of Delivery in LP each week and keep them up to date. 
* Remember to mention if actions listed here one week, such as discussions etc, have been completed the next week.  
* Note if a further discussion needs to take place on any item, and who needs to be present. 
* The Distro team will be in London for a Sprint at the time of the 2 Feb 2006 meeting. This is currently scheduled for 02:00 UTC. It is proposed that this be 
shifted to 10:00 UTC for this occurance, and continue on the usual schedule the following week.
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